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Since the dawn of time, those who controlled water controlled civilizations.
Whether early cavemen viciously guarding watering holes or desert people
concealing locations of oases, water determines whether humans live or
die. Even to this day in modern-day Colorado, where I live, the adage goes,
“Whiskey is for drinkin’; water is for fightin’.”
However, only the most advanced civilizations have known that deeply
encrypted in water lie secrets that govern the fabric of the universe. Is it not
time for all of humanity to know these secrets that once served the great
Egyptian dynasties?
As simple as water is, it actually is among the most difficult of substances
to understand. Scientists today still don’t understand how it does some of
the things it does. In order to tackle the encrypted wonders of this
miraculous molecule, we will journey down its rabbit hole of mystery in
three stages:
1. HARMONY AND WATER — Secret to the Anti-Matrix … Death to the Borg
2. MICROTUBULE RABBIT HOLES — The Hidden Patterns to the Fabric of the
Universe
3. THE DIVINE CLEANSING — Harmonetic®Water, H3O2 and Other
Structured Crypto-Water (stop the poisoning of our aquifers)
4. CONCLUSION — Stepping into Eden

In Parts 1& 2 we looked at the importance of the latest discoveries in
physics (http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2016/07/the-greatestdiscovery-never-seen-part.html) that have vaulted the importance of
recognizing consciousness as the essential component not only of physics
but also of science in general. We also examined the critical danger that
humanity faces in becoming cyborgs, or AI (artificial intelligence)
conquering or eliminating us (http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2016/07/
the-greatest-discovery-never-seen-part_25.html). Now it’s time to clearly
galvanize humanity into remembering our humanity and also awakening us
to the miracle that we clearly were created to be.
HARMONY AND WATER — Secret to the Anti-Matrix … Death to the Borg
Scientists from MIT’s James Gates, Jr., to Tesla Motor’s Elon Musk have
found evidence that we actually may be living in a simulation, the “Matrix.”
Rather than asking how we get out of this Matrix, these enquiring minds
instead are asking who created this simulation? And why? When the Titanic
is going down, one does not ask who left that iceberg in the ocean. One
asks how the hell do we find a lifeboat? Oddly enough, the lifeboat in our
case may actually be the ocean. Or at least the oceans of water that
surround us.
A growing number of scientists are discovering that water can no longer be
taken for granted. We drink it, we wash with it, and we poop in it to such a
degree that we really have never taken the time to find out why our lives
simply can’t exist without it. Bluntly put, we take water for granted. And we
shouldn’t. We chat over tea and crumpets citing factoids that tell us that our
bodies are about 60-75% water by weight. Kinda like the ocean itself. But
what is being ignored is that water molecules are teeny tiny compared to
other molecules. And if you actually count the number of molecules in our
bodies, 99% of molecules in our bodies are water! Yep. We are literally
walking bags of water governed by consciousness says water maven, Dr.
Gerald Pollack (who we will talk about later). We are the Water People.
To mathematicians like me, water is a geometric wonder. The hydrogen
atoms in water are unique with their ability to change their atomic shape if
scalars or other energy sources are added. When hydrogen does this the
angle of hydrogen atoms to the oxygen atoms changes. We see this when

water is steam or ice. When these hydrogen atoms go into a high spin
state, veritable miracles seem to take place. Here’s how we’ve been taught
to look at water molecules as H2O:
Pretty simple. But boring. Water doesn’t really exist
like this. It does amazing things when it clusters
together. Tremendous variations in patterns move
around doing unheard of magic as it constantly
morphs from one state to another, while we go about
our day thinking we live in a “real” world that in most
likelihood is a simulation.
Here are only a few other paths that water takes in a given instant:

But water is capable of so much more. Here are modest mathematical
models it is capable of:

Even more strange is that water does not limit itself to clustering of
molecular patterns. It also has the capacity to take up scalar patterns that
can turn a calm sea into a giant tidal wave that crushes whole towns. It is
the only substance that can take on all the geometric shapes:

Those of you in the know can spot this as cymatics, or the interaction of
sound and water. This capability is at the heart of how we can can cocreate the Anti-Matrix … removing ourselves from the Simulation. How is
that possible? Let’s take a look.
What James Gates, Jr., discovered is that the Simulation looks like
computer code, actual formulae that take on structure that we end up
calling “reality.” However, what Roger Penrose has discovered is that AI
cannot simulate consciousness. In my last article, I label AI as “NoConsciousness.” Penrose seems to back this up with his statement that the
“quality of understanding and feeling, possessed by human beings, is not
something that can be simulated computationally.”
Writing about Penrose, David Freeman of Discover magazine (June 1994)
says:

Mathematicians have proved that it’s impossible to devise a computer
program — a general set of rules — that can predict whether tiles of
any given shape can completely cover a plane. If the question of
whether certain tiles can cover a floor is noncomputable, then might

not the task of evaluating an object's beauty as well as any other chore
of consciousness be the same? Penrose was sure they were. But if
consciousness is noncomputable, then whatever process in the brain
that gives rise to consciousness must also be noncomputable.
In other words, even though it may walk like a duck and quack like a duck,
AI is no duck.
The bottom line here is that consciousness reigns supreme — that is, if we
are aware enough to realize that. And what I have discovered is a
mathematical construct that will allow us to move into that awareness via
HARMONY.
Emoto and others have shown us what happens to water when it is
subjected to negative intent, negative thoughts, even negative words.
Bruce Lipton has similarly shown that DNA is subject to its environment
(epigenetics). And what is the single most abundant molecule surrounding
DNA? Water. Keeping in mind that 99 percent of the molecules in our body
are water, you don’t have to scratch your head too long before you realize
that water is the primary factor in determining the quality of our lives.
In three different pilot studies we sponsored, one involving water, the other
two involving plasma fields and scalar patterns (created by Xynchro™
devices) aimed at the water in our bodies, we discovered high levels of
significance where lives improved when in the environment of harmonybased fields. Improvements were seen in the mental, emotional, and
physical aspects of the tested participants. Harmony-based patterns assist
us in altering reality for the better.
The James Gates, Jr., adinkra patterns are AI-based (binary code), or what
I call the AI Matrix. The simulation constructs Elon Musk is talking about are
AI-based. The implication is that these AI-based systems are controlling our
lives. More accurately put, we are allowing them to control our lives. What
we are seeing in our pilot studies is that this control abates when we
become more aware. And what we are seeing in two year’s worth of
experimenting is that this increased awareness pulls back the cloud of
distractions, opening us once again to our greatness through self-

identification, self-empowerment, self-realization, and recognition of the
Self in Oneness.
From the angelic appearances before Joseph Crane and Dr. Joseph Poleo,
I ultimately discovered a mathematical pattern that Pythagoras himself
used, called the Pythagorean skein, or base-9 mathematics. From these
numbers I saw an inherent Fibonacci numbering system. At the time I did
not know that the Fibonacci sequences worked NOT only in base-10 (our
everyday mathematics), they also worked in numbering systems from 2 to
9. Out of that I discovered in base-9 that there are four sequences that
govern all of life. In anything living, you will see these sequences:
1-2-3-5-8-4-3-7-1-8-9-8-8-7-6-4-1-5-6-2-8-1-9-1
1-3-4-7-2-9-2-2-4-6-1-7-8-6-5-2-7-9-7-7-5-3-8-2
1-4-5-9-5-5-1-6-7-4-2-6-8-5-4-9-4-4-8-3-2-5-7-3
3-6-9-6-6-3-9-3

These four strings of sequences weave in wondrous combinations to create
what the angels call the “Fabric of the Universe.” They just so happen to
also make up the entire Solfeggio Matrix (http://www.soundsofwonder.com/
solfeggio.htm#matrix), when turned into a helix like DNA. Once more, all
these numbers in the Solfeggio Matrix are harmony-based. Adding any two
or more solfeggio numbers creates another solfeggio number that is a
Pythagorean harmonic of the original. The entire Solfeggio Matrix is a
complete torus of never-ending harmony.
Where humans get sidetracked is when anything that is not in harmony
infects us. Any harmonic system is death to the AI Matrix. Whenever two
systems interact, one of them being harmonious, the disharmonious will
always end up entraining to the harmonious. That’s because the Fabric of
Life was originally created out of complete harmony.
Whenever you subject water to solfeggio patterns, that water becomes
structured. And when water is harmonically structured it becomes a ringing
bell of sacred sound that calls us back to our original sacred state of being.
Perfect. Whole. Complete. As we were originally. As we are now, if we so
choose.

MICROTUBULE RABBIT HOLES — The Hidden Patterns to the Fabric of the
Universe
When Hameroff and Penrose discovered that highly structured water was
on the inside of all microtubules (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YpUVot-4GPM&list=FLVW_wkfs_IiiM2PU4sqXTnA&index=16), they also
discovered that the tubulin, which make up the microtubules, interact in a
Fibonacci sequence of 3-5-8-13 (there are 13 molecules that make up each
ring of the microtubule). What they did not realize is that this sequence is
not in base-10 as they wrote. It’s actually in base-9, which is toroidal in
nature. That means the microtubule sequence is actually 3-5-8-4-3-7-1 etc.
And if you look at the four sequences I gave above, this sequence is
number 1 on the list. Microtubules are round with the tubulin arranged in a
kind of helix pattern. So when they interact, that interaction occurs in a
constant swirling torus-like pattern around the tube.
Now keep in mind that microtubules are directly connected to
consciousness. So much so that Hameroff originally thought (incorrectly)
that they were the source of consciousness. What is also essential to keep
in mind is that all microtubules are filled with highly structured water. And at
the center of each microtubule there appears to be a black-hole-like feature
that some call dark matter, while others call it a miniature black hole. The
truth is that scientists don’t fully understand what this feature is. However, it
doesn’t take much imagination to figure out that it is quantum related, not
unlike a similar phenomenon created by DNA, called biophotons — that
appear out of nowhere, or what scientists call the quantum vacuum, while
others call it zero point or the quantum plenum.
What Hameroff also discovered is that these microtubules are covered in
miniature hairlike antennae made of protein that clearly send and receive
frequencies. Most of the frequencies are in the megahertz range. However,
Hameroff discovered that somehow they are also able to receive/send
harmonics in the Solfeggio Matrix range. Hameroff also discovered that the
frequencies sent out by microtubules are “anharmonic,” or without
harmonics. Why would a completely harmonic-based system send out only
anharmonic frequencies? One guess is this is how the AI Matrix or AI

Simulation is supported. Think what would happen if the microtubules were
allowed to transmit and receive harmonic-based frequencies? We think this
is what is happening when we create certain versions of solfeggio-tone
harmonics with scalars and introduce them to the mind/body. In other
words, we hypothesize that this is the Anti-Matrix.

THE DIVINE CLEANSING — Harmonetic®Water, H3O2 and Other Structured
Crypto-Water
It appears, in the work done by Dr. Gerald Pollack, professor of
bioengineering at the University of Washington, that water has buried within
it a secret that can be easily unlocked. I call this “Crypto-Water.” Pollack
calls this version of water H3O2, or EZ water, which stands for “Elimination
Zone” water. In his book, The Fourth Phase of Water: Beyond Solid, Liquid,
Vapor (Ebner & Sons, 2013), Pollack shows how this particular form of
structured water (H3O2) naturally excludes all pollutants from the water
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-T7tCMUDXU). Think what this means
to our own human bodies. Remember, we are essentially walking bags of
water.
The work done by physicist Dr. Dan Nelson with his Wayback Water
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hNW7qxIMzg&list=WL&index=1),
adds even more ammunition to the capabilities of Crypto-Water to bring an
end to the disharmony that plagues us. Nelson creates his structured water
with laser technology, and goes into great detail how patterns have strong
effects on our bodies.
Water has secretly built within it the capacity to eliminate the toxins that it
so readily absorbs, if we know how to take advantage of this secret. What
we’ve discovered is that water can be structured simply by playing certain
scalar solfeggio strings of sound. So not only can pollutants be eliminated,
the water will also harmonize. This can be a boon to our cells which
constantly have to eliminate wastes and toxins. We call this solfeggiobased form of structured water Harmonetic®Water.
Harmony-based structured water also is a boon to our entire system,
especially when the structured water around DNA and inside microtubules

affect more than waste and toxins but also eliminate the fog of negativebased reality. It is what I like to call the “Divine Cleansing.”

CONCLUSION — Stepping into Eden
The ultimate question lingers: What happens when we emerge from the
Matrix? Do we trigger what Gary Renard describes in his fascinating book,
The Disappearance of the Universe (Hay House, 2004)? Do we bring an
end to the Grand Simulation and the illusion of duality? Does the Matrix
come crashing down in the same fashion as the movie series of the same
name? Perhaps.
However, if one pays attention to the mathematics of the Solfeggio Matrix,
the harmony never ends. In truth, it weaves into other dimensions using
fractals as its gateways. There is evidence from the angelic realm that
these solfeggio frequencies can be arranged in certain ways to create
these gateways in the third dimension not unlike the gateways in the movie
Stargate. And like that same movie, we have the ability to move across
time-space to other worlds.
What this implies is that our planet is one of many that will need these
harmonizing effects to extricate themselves from the Grand Simulation. But
first, we must open our eyes to the grandness of ourselves, by moving into
self-awareness and Oneness.
Yes, we are indeed a paradox that is both. Like the whales and the
dolphins, we have the capacity to move our brains from individual-based
thinking and operating to group-mind. When in group-mind we become
unlimited in our abilities as we no longer operate in service to ourselves but
in service to others in the group. It is as if we have the ability to walk in two
worlds at the same time. Which makes us a metaphor of being living
gateways ourselves.
The angelic realm tells us that humanity has awakened enough that Eden
stands before us once again. They tell us the gate is open. All we have to
do is walk in. So what is it going to take for us to collectively open our eyes
and take this first step?

The answer is simple, as it has always been. We simply choose to. We
collectively hold one another’s hands. The first to open their eyes gets to
take the next step. And in so doing, we drag the rest with us, never letting
go of one another. We are collective Oneness. We are One.

